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Abstract. Despite practical successes with the Futamura projections,
it has been an open question whether target programs produced by specializing interpreters can always be as eﬃcient as those produced by
a translator. We show that, given a Jones-optimal program specializer
with static expression reduction, there exists for every translator an interpreter which, when specialized, can produce target programs that are
at least as fast as those produced by the translator. This is not the
case if the specializer is not Jones-optimal. We also examine Ershov’s
generating extensions, give a parameterized notion of Jones optimality,
and show that there is a class of specializers that can always produce
residual programs that match the size and time complexity of programs
generated by an arbitrary generating extension. This is the class of generation universal specializers. We study these questions on an abstract
level, independently of any particular specialization method.

1

Introduction

Program specialization, also known as partial evaluation, has shown its worth as
a realistic program transformation paradigm. The Futamura projections [5] stand
as the cornerstone of the development of program specialization. They capture a
fundamental insight, namely that programs can be translated by specializing an
interpreter. Several program specializers which perform these transformations
automatically have been designed and implemented [14].
Despite these practical successes, it has been an open question (e.g., [5, 12,
16]) whether target programs produced by specializing interpreters can be as
eﬃcient as those produced by traditional translators, or whether there exist
certain theoretical limitations to Futamura’s method. We study these questions
on an abstract level, independently of any particular specialization method or
other algorithmic detail. We are interested in statements that are valid for all
specializers and for all programming languages.
The results in this paper expand on previous work on Jones optimality [3,
8, 13, 17, 23, 24]. First, we show that, given a Jones-optimal program specializer
with static expression reduction, there exists for every translator an interpreter
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which, when specialized, can produce target programs that are at least as fast
as those produced by the translator. This is the class of translation universal
specializers. We also show that a specializer that is not Jones-optimal is not
translation universal. Finally, we introduce a parameterized notion of Jones optimality and show that there is a class of generation universal specializers that
can always produce residual programs that match the size and time complexity
of programs generated by an arbitrary generating extension. Previously, it was
found intuitively [12, 13] that Jones optimality would be a “good property”. The
results in this paper give formal status to the term “optimal” in the name of
that criterion.
Our results do not imply that a specializer that is not Jones-optimal is not
useful, but that there exists a theoretical limit to what can be achieved in general.
They do not tell us when program generation by a specializer is preferable over
program generation by a generating extension (parser generator, translator, etc.).
This depends on pragmatic considerations and on the application at hand. We
hope that the investigations in this paper will lead to a better understanding of
some of the fundamental issues involved in automatic program specialization.
This paper is organized as follows. After reviewing standard deﬁnitions of
several metaprograms (Sect. 2), we discuss translation by specialization (Sect. 3),
Jones optimality (Sect. 4), and the degeneration of generating extensions (Sect. 5).
Then, we present our main results on translation (Sect. 6) and program generation (Sect. 7). We discuss related work (Sect. 8) and ﬁnally conclude (Sect. 9).
We assume that the reader is familiar with the ideas of partial evaluation, e.g.,
as presented in [14, Part II].

2

Fundamental Concepts

What follows is a review of standard deﬁnitions of interpreters, translators, and
specializers. We also formalize a notion of static expression reduction and deﬁne
certain measures on programs. The notation is adapted from [14], except that
we use divisions (SD) when classifying the parameters of a program as static or
dynamic. We assume that we are dealing with universal programming languages.
We brieﬂy review some basic notation. For any program text, p, written in
language L, we let [[p ]]L d denote the application of L-program p to its input d .
Multiple arguments are written as a list, such as [[p ]]L [ d1 , ..., dn ] . The notation
is strict in its arguments. Programs and their input and output are drawn from
the same data domain D. This is convenient when dealing with metaprograms
which take programs and data as input. We deﬁne a program domain PL ⊆ D,
but leave the details of language L unspeciﬁed. Let PLp ⊆ PL denote the set of all
L-programs that are functionally equivalent to L-program p. Equality (=) shall
always mean strong (computational) equivalence: either both sides are deﬁned
and equal, or both sides are undeﬁned. When we deﬁne a program using λnotation, the text of the corresponding L-program is denoted by λ ...L ∈ PL .
This mapping is ﬁxed. The intended semantics of the λ-notation is call-by-value.
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Deﬁnition 1 (interpreter). An L-program int ∈ Int N /L is an N /L-interpreter iﬀ ∀p ∈ PN , ∀d ∈ D:
[[int ]]L [ p, d ] = [[p ]]N d .
Deﬁnition 2 (self-interpreter). An L-program sint ∈ Sint L is a self-interpreter for L iﬀ sint is an L/L-interpreter.
Deﬁnition 3 (translator). An L-program trans ∈ Trans N→L is an N → Ltranslator iﬀ ∀p ∈ PN , ∀d ∈ D:
[[[[trans ]]L p ]]L d = [[p ]]N d .
Deﬁnition 4 (generating extension). An L-program gen ∈ Gen pL is an Lgenerating extension of a program p ∈ PL iﬀ ∀x , y ∈ D:
[[[[gen ]]L x ]]L y = [[p ]]L [ x , y ] .
Deﬁnition 5 (specializer). An L-program spec ∈ Spec L is an L-specializer iﬀ
∀p ∈ PL , ∀x , y ∈ D:
[[[[spec ]]L [ p, SD, x ]]]L y = [[p ]]L [ x , y ] .
For simplicity, we assume that the programs that we specialize have two arguments [ x , y ], and that the ﬁrst argument is static. Even though Def. 5 makes
use of only one division ‘SD’, a constant, we keep the division argument. The
program produced by specializing p is a residual program. A specializer does not
need to be total. Def. 5 allows spec to diverge on input [ p, SD, x ] iﬀ p diverges on
input [ x , y ] for all y. Actual specializers often sacriﬁce the termination behavior
implied by this deﬁnition and terminate less often.
A specializer is trivial if the residual programs produced by the specializer
are simple instantiations of the source programs. This trivial specializer never
improves the eﬃciency because the source programs remain unchanged.
Deﬁnition 6 (trivial specializer). An L-specializer spectriv ∈ Spec L is trivial iﬀ ∀p ∈ PL , ∀x ∈ D:
[[spectriv ]]L [ p, SD, x ] = λy.[[p ]]L [ x , y ]L .
More realistic specializers should evaluate as many static expressions as possible
to improve the eﬃciency of the residual programs. However, an investigation [11]
suggests that for universal languages, one cannot devise a specializer that makes
‘maximal use’ of the static input in all programs. This makes it diﬃcult to give
a general deﬁnition of static expression reduction. Here, we deﬁne a special case
that can be decided, namely static arguments that are always evaluated.
Deﬁnition 7 (static expression reduction). An L-specializer spec ∈ Spec L
has static expression reduction iﬀ ∀p, q, q  ∈ PL , ∀x ∈ D:
p = λ(a, b).[[q ]]L [ [[q  ]]L a, b ]L

=⇒

[[spec ]]L [ p, SD, x ] = [[spec ]]L [ q, SD, [[q  ]]L x ]
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This deﬁnition tells us that there is no diﬀerence between specializing a program q with respect to a static value [[q  ]] x and specializing program p, the
composition of programs q and q  , with respect to a static value x . We expect
that both residual programs are identical if spec fully evaluates the static expression [[q  ]] a in p.1 Most specializers that have been implemented reduce more
static expressions in p than what is required by Def. 7, for example, supported
by a binding-time analysis as in oﬄine partial evaluation [14].
A specializer with static expression reduction is not trivial; it can be viewed
as a universal program (it is capable of simulating an arbitrary program q  ). It
cannot be total. A total specializer must be conservative enough to terminate
on every static input.
Finally, we introduce two measures on programs, namely running time and
program size, and deﬁne two partial orders on programs, which we will use to
discuss the transformation power of a specializer. The measure of the running
time of a program can be based on a timed semantics (e.g., counting the number
of elementary steps a computation takes) [14]. The measure of program size can
be the size of one of its representations (e.g., the abstract syntax tree).
Deﬁnition 8 (time order). For program p ∈ PL and data d ∈ D, let Time(p, d )
denote the running time to compute [[p ]]L d . The partial order ≤Time on Lprograms is deﬁned by
def

p ≤Time q = ∀d ∈ D : Time(p, d ) ≤ Time(q, d ) .
Deﬁnition 9 (size order). For program p ∈ PL , let Size(p) denote the size
of p. The partial order ≤Size on L-programs is deﬁned by
def

p ≤Size q = Size(p) ≤ Size(q) .
The corresponding equivalence relations, =Time and =Size , are deﬁned in the
obvious way (by = instead of ≤).

3

Translation by Specialization

The Futamura projections [5] stand as the cornerstone of the development of
program specialization. They tell us how to translate programs by specializing
interpreters, how to generate stand-alone translators and even a generator of
translators. Here we discuss the 1st Futamura projection. A detailed account of
all three projections can be found in [14].
Let p be an N -program, let int be an N /L-interpreter, and let spec be an
L-specializer. Then the 1st Futamura projection is deﬁned by
p  = [[spec ]]L [ int, SD, p ] .
1

(1)

Programs q and q  can also be viewed as a decomposition of a program p into static
and dynamic components. A method that transforms a program into a functionally
equivalent program with strongly separated binding times can be found in [19].
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Here, the interpreter int is specialized with respect to program p. Using Defs. 1
and 5, we have the functional equivalence between p  and p:
[[p  ]]L d = [[int ]]L [ p, d ] = [[p ]]N d .

(2)

We observe that p is written in language N , while p  is written in language L.
This means that an N -to-L-translation was achieved by specializing int with
respect to p. We say that p  is a target program of source program p.
A trivial translation is always possible using a trivial specializer. The ﬁrst
argument of int is instantiated to p, and the result is a trivial target program:
[[spec triv ]]L [ int, SD, p ] = λd .[[int ]]L [ p, d ]L .

(3)

The target program on the right hand side of (3) is ineﬃcient: it contains an interpreter. Running this target program will be considerably slower than running
the source program p, often by an order of magnitude. This is not the translation
we expect.
Thus, a natural goal is to produce target programs that are at least as fast as
their source programs. To achieve this goal, it is important that the specializer
removes the entire interpretation overhead. Unfortunately, we cannot expect a
specializer to achieve this optimization for any interpreter. As mentioned in
Sect. 2, there exists no specializer that could make ‘maximal use’ of the static
input in all programs, here, in all possible N /L-interpreters.

4

Jones Optimality

A specializer is said to be “strong enough” [13] if it can completely remove the
interpretation overhead of a self-interpreter. The following deﬁnition is adapted
from [14, Sect. 6.4]. It makes use of the 1st Futamura projection discussed in the
previous section, but uses a self-interpreter instead of an N /L-interpreter.
Deﬁnition 10 (Jopt-≤Time ). Let sint ∈ Sint L be a self-interpreter, then a
specializer spec ∈ Spec L is Jones-optimal for sint with respect to ≤Time iﬀ
Jopt≤Time (spec, sint) where
def

Jopt≤Time (spec, sint) = ∀p ∈ PL : [[spec ]]L [ sint, SD, p ] ≤Time p .
A specializer spec is said to be Jones-optimal if there exists a self-interpreter sint
such that, for all source programs p, the target program produced by specializing
the self-interpreter is at least as fast as p. This tells us that spec can remove
the interpretive overhead. The case of self-interpreter specialization is interesting
because it is easy to judge to what extent the interpretive overhead has been
removed by comparing the source and target programs, as they are written in the
same language. In particular, when both programs are identical up to variable
renaming, it is safe to conclude that this goal is achieved. When it is clear from
the context, we will refer to the deﬁnition above simply as Jones optimality.
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Remark. Jones optimality of a specializer is easier to state than to achieve. It was
shown [20] that a specializer for a ﬁrst-order functional language with algebraic
data types requires a combination of several non-trivial transformation methods
to become Jones-optimal (e.g., partially static structures, type specialization).
The ﬁrst implementation of a Jones-optimal specializer was an oﬄine partial
evaluator for a Lisp-like language [21]. Jones optimality was ﬁrst proven [23] for
lambda-mix. Recent work [3, 24] has focused on the problem of tag-elimination.
Existence of Jones-optimal Specializers. As discussed in [12], a Jones-optimal
specializer can be built by a simple construction that just returns its third
argument in case the ﬁrst argument is textually identical to a particular selfinterpreter (here, mysint); otherwise it performs a trivial specialization. Such a
specializer can be deﬁned by
def

specjopt = λ(p, SD, x ) . if equal(p, mysint) then x
else [[spectriv ]]L [ p, SD, x ]L

(4)

This construction is not useful in practice, but it is suﬃcient to show that a
Jones-optimal specializer can be built for every programming language. The
specializer satisﬁes Jopt≤Time (specjopt , mysint).
Next, we show that there exists a Jones-optimal specializer with static expression reduction. This fact plays an important role later in this paper. Such a
specializer can be deﬁned by
def

specjser = λ(p, SD, x ) . case p of
‘λ(a, b).[[q ]] [ [[q  ]] a, b ]’ → [[specjser ]]L [ q, SD, [[sint ]]L [ q  , x ] ]
otherwise
→ [[specjopt ]]L [ p, SD, x ]L

(5)

where case implements pattern matching: if program p consists of a composition2
of two programs q and q  , then q is specialized with respect to the result of
evaluating [[sint ]] [ q  , x ] where sint is a self-interpreter; otherwise p is specialized
with respect to x . Assume that program mysint does not suit the decomposition
in case. Then we have Jopt≤Time (specjser , mysint) since for all L-programs p:
[[specjser ]]L [ mysint, SD, p ] = p .

(6)

The specializer has the static expression reduction property of Def. 7 since for
all L-programs p = λ(a, b).[[q ]]L [ [[q  ]]L a, b ]L and for all data x :
[[specjser ]]L [ p, SD, x ] = [[specjser ]]L [ q, SD, [[q  ]]L x ] .

(7)

Remark. More realistic Jones-optimal specializers, for instance [18, 20, 21, 23], do
not rely on any of the constructions above. For several of these specializers, the
target programs are identical, up to variable renaming, to the source programs.
These specializers, as well as specjopt and specjser shown above, satisfy Jopt=Time ,
2

We shall not be concerned with the technical details of parsing L-programs.
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which we obtain by replacing ≤Time by =Time in Def. 10. There exists no specializer that would satisfy Jopt<Time . This would imply that we can improve the
running time of a program inﬁnitely often by repeated specialization, which is
not possible – just consider an empty program that contains no operations.

5

Degeneration of Generating Extensions

The notion of a generating extension [4] describes uniformly the functioning
of various program generators. This is a powerful concept because it captures
the essence of diﬀerent program generators, including diverse applications such
as parsing, graphics, and pattern matching. Turning a general program into a
generating extension has been intensively studied in the area of partial evaluation [14].
Consider the converse goal: turning a generating extension back into a general program. Given an L-generating extension gen, we can always construct a
program p  , a degeneration of gen, such that
[[p  ]]L [ x , y ] = [[[[gen ]]L x ]]L y .

(8)

Let sint be a self-interpreter for L. Then we can immediately deﬁne a trivial
degeneration of gen by
p  = λ(x , y).[[sint ]]L [ [[gen ]]L x , y ]L .
def

(9)

Program p  performs its computation in two stages: ﬁrst, a specialized program is
produced by gen, then the specialized program is evaluated by sint. For practical
reasons, a trivial degeneration is not interesting, but it is suﬃcient to show that
the computation of every generating extension can be unstaged by an interpreter.
The 2nd Futamura projection [5] asserts that for every interpreter there exists
a translator (∀int ∃trans). From the above construction we see that for every
translator, there exists an interpreter (∀trans ∃int). An N → L-translator trans is
an L-generating extension of an N /L-interpreter int since for all N -programs p
and for all data d we have the functional equivalence required by Def. 4:
[[int ]]L [ p, d ] = [[[[trans ]]L p ]]L d .
Remark. A more eﬃcient degeneration may be obtained by applying a program
composer to the composition of sint and gen in (9). An L-composer is an Lprogram such that, for all L-programs q, q  and for all data x , y:
[[[[komp ]]L [ q, q  ]]]L [ x , y ] = [[q ]]L [ [[q  ]]L x , y ] .

(10)

Then the 1st degeneration projection [10] is deﬁned by
p  = [[komp ]]L [ sint, gen ] .
Programs p  and p  are functionally equivalent. A non-trivial composer may generate a more eﬃcient composition by eliminating intermediate code generation,
parsing, and other redundant operations between the programs. A method for
automatic program composition is deforestation, another is supercompilation.
Diﬀerent ways of degenerating generating extensions were studied in [10].
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Translation Universality

The question has been raised, e.g., [5, 12, 16], whether target programs produced
by the Futamura projections can be as eﬃcient as those produced by traditional,
optimizing translators. We give a precise answer to this fundamental question.
We examine whether, for every translator trans, there exists an interpreter
int such that the target programs produced by the 1st Futamura projection are
at least as fast as the target programs produced by the translator. More formally,
given a specializer spec, we examine the question whether ∀trans, ∃int, ∀p:
[[spec ]]L [ int, SD, p ] ≤Time [[trans ]]L p .

(11)

We call this property translation universality of a specializer. We will show that
every Jones-optimal specializer with static expression reduction is translation
universal. Thus, under these conditions, translation by the Futamura projections is as powerful as translation by any translator. We will also show that a
specializer that is not Jones-optimal is not translation universal.
Theorem 1 (Jopt-≤Time suﬃcient for Trans-univ-≤Time ). For all specializers spec ∈ Spec L with static expression reduction, the following holds:
∃sint ∈ Sint L : Jopt≤Time (spec, sint)
=⇒
∀trans ∈ Trans N→L , ∃int ∈ Int N /L , ∀p ∈ PN :
[[spec ]]L [ int, SD, p ] ≤Time [[trans ]]L p .
Proof. We proceed in two steps. First, we show how to build for each translator
trans an interpreter int; then we prove that the target programs produced by
specializing int are at least as fast as those produced by trans.
1. For each N → L-translator trans, deﬁne an N /L-interpreter int by
def

int = λ(p, d ).[[sint ]]L [ [[trans ]]L p, d ]L .



trivial degeneration

(12)

Given an N -program p and data d , the interpreter int performs p’s computation in two stages: ﬁrst, trans translates p into a target program written in
L; then the self-interpreter sint evaluates that program with input d . From
Defs. 2 and 3 it follows that int is an N /L-interpreter since ∀p ∈ PN , ∀d ∈ D:
[[int ]]L [ p, d ] = [[p ]]N d .

(13)

2. For each trans, let int be the interpreter deﬁned in (12). Let p be an N program. Then we obtain a target program p  by specializing int with respect
to p (the 1st Futamura projection as discussed in Sect. 3):
p  = [[spec ]]L [ int, SD, p ] .

(14)
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Since spec reduces static expressions and since int is of a form that suits
Def. 7, we can rewrite (14) and obtain a program p  as follows:
[[spec ]]L [ sint, SD, [[trans ]]L p ]


= [[spec ]]L [ sint, SD, p ]
= p  .

(15)
(16)
(17)

When we evaluate the application of trans in (15), we obtain (16) where
p  = [[trans ]] p. Then p  in (17) is the result of specializing sint with respect to p  . According to Def. 7, program p  in (14) is identical to program p  in (17): p  = p  . We conclude from this identity, the specialization
in (16) and property Jopt≤Time (spec, sint) that p  ≤Time p  , and we have
[[spec ]]L [ int, SD, p ] ≤Time [[trans ]]L p . This relation holds for any p.

The interpreter in (12) performs the computation in two stages: the ﬁrst stage
performs a transformation (translation) of the source program and the second
stage evaluates the resulting program with a self-interpreter. Since the specializer performs static expression reduction, any computation can be performed on
a program p. Jones optimality of the specializer then guarantees that the performance of the transformed program is not degraded by specialization through
the self-interpreter sint. (A similar idea was used in [8] to show the power of
binding-time improvements.)
We now prove that Jones optimality is a necessary condition for the specializer to be translation universal.
Theorem 2 (Jopt-≤Time necessary for Trans-univ-≤Time ). For all specializers spec ∈ Spec L , the following holds:
∃sint ∈ Sint L : Jopt≤Time (spec, sint)
⇐=
∀trans ∈ Trans N→L , ∃int ∈ Int N /L , ∀p ∈ PN :
[[spec ]]L [ int, SD, p ] ≤Time [[trans ]]L p .
Proof. Assume that the rhs of the implication holds for all languages, in particular for languages N = L. Choose an L → L-translator transid such that
[[transid ]]L p = p and let sint be the L/L-interpreter (= self-interpreter) that
satisﬁes the rhs with respect to transid . Using the identity [[transid ]]L p = p, the
rhs of the implication can be simpliﬁed to
[[spec ]]L [ sint, SD, p ] ≤Time p .

(18)

Since this relation holds for any p, we conclude from Def. 10 that sint is a selfinterpreter for spec such that Jopt≤Time (spec, sint).

We conclude that, in terms of target-program eﬃciency, the translation power
of a specializer that is not Jones-optimal is strictly weaker than a Jones-optimal
specializer. A specializer that is not Jones-optimal cannot always achieve the
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target-program eﬃciency a translator can, no matter how hard we try to ﬁnd
a suitable interpreter. The theorems hold for all specializers regardless of their
source languages, their specialization methods, or any other operational details.
The proof of Thm. 1 is rendered by a trivial degeneration in (12). This
construction is suﬃcient for theoretical purposes, but not very eﬃcient: it incorporates an entire translator and uses trivial degeneration. In practice, there
exist more customized interpreters that can induce the same target-program effect in connection with a particular specializer. For example, it is known how to
build interpreters that are not based on trivial degeneration, while letting oﬄine
partial evaluators perform optimizing translations [15, 22], deforestation or other
supercompilation eﬀects [9].
Given a particular specialization algorithm, only those fragments that are
relevant for guiding that algorithm need to be considered in the design of a
suitable interpreter. Fusing the self-interpreter with the translator in (12) by
a program composer may eliminate redundant interface operations between the
two programs. This may lead to a more ‘natural’ interpreter than the one used in
our proof. There is room for more work on interpreter design for specialization.
The proof of Thm. 2 makes use of an identity translator transid . The theorem can also be proven using a non-degrading self-translator, that is, any L → Ltranslator trans such that ∀p ∈ PL : [[trans ]]L p ≤Time p. Conversely, if a specializer spec is not Jones-optimal, then it is not possible to self-translate programs
without degrading the eﬃciency of some source programs: ∀sint ∈ Sint L , ∃p ∈ PL :
[[spec ]]L [ sint, SD, p ] ≤Time p. Thus, a specializer that is not Jones-optimal, always degrades the performance of some target programs, and we have a good
reason for not calling such a specializer translation universal.
The theorems do not imply that Jones optimality is necessary for every form
of translation. A simple example is the class of trivial translators, that is, any
N → L-translator such that, for some N /L-interpreter int, we have ∀p ∈ PL :
[[transtriv ]]L p = λd .[[int ]]L [ p, d ]L . To match a trivial translator, all that is
needed is a trivial specializer, but this translation is hardly interesting in practice. To summarize, there exist translators whose translation eﬀect can be matched
by a specializer without Jones optimality, but these translators degrade the performance of their source programs such that the specializer does not need to
remove all of the interpretive overhead.

7

Generating Extensions and Jones Optimality

What we presented in the previous section can be generalized in two ways. First,
instead of using a time order, we may want to use other orders on programs,
such as a size order. Second, instead of using translators, we may want to consider generating extensions. A translator is just a special case of a generating
extension. It is a generating extension of an interpreter.
First, the idea of Jones optimality can be applied to other partial orders or
equivalence relations on programs. Let ≤R be such a binary relation on programs,
then we deﬁne a parameterized form of Jones-optimality and write Jopt≤R . For
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instance, the relation could be ≤Size or ≤Time . Since the relation is reﬂexive, we
have Jopt≤R (specjser , mysint) for the specializer specjser deﬁned in Sect. 4.
Deﬁnition 11 (Jopt-≤R ). Let sint ∈ Sint L be a self-interpreter, then a specializer spec ∈ Spec L is Jones-optimal for sint with respect to ≤R iﬀ Jopt≤R (spec,
sint) where
def

Jopt≤R (spec, sint) = ∀p ∈ PL : [[spec ]]L [ sint, SD, p ] ≤R p .
Second, instead of translation universality, we now study the question whether,
for every generating extension gen of a program p, there exists a program p  ∈ PLp
such that all programs produced by specializing p  are in relation ≤R with the
programs produced by p’s generating extension. Given a specializer spec, we
examine the question whether ∀gen, ∃p  , ∀x :
[[spec ]]L [ p  , SD, x ] ≤R [[gen ]]L x .

(19)

In analogy to Sect. 6, we call this property generation universality (with respect
to ≤R ). We generalize the two theorems by using Jopt≤R instead of Jopt≤Time
and a generating extension gen instead of a translator trans.
Theorem 3 (Jopt-≤R suﬃcient for Gen-univ-≤R ). For all specializers spec
∈ Spec L with static expression reduction, the following holds:
∃sint ∈ Sint L : Jopt≤R (spec, sint)
=⇒
∀gen ∈ Gen pL , ∃p  ∈ PLp , ∀x ∈ D :
[[spec ]]L [ p  , SD, x ] ≤R [[gen ]]L x .
Theorem 4 (Jopt-≤R necessary for Gen-univ-≤R ). For all specializers
spec ∈ Spec L , the following holds:
∃sint ∈ Sint L : Jopt≤R (spec, sint)
⇐=
∀gen ∈ Gen pL , ∃p  ∈ PLp , ∀x ∈ D :
[[spec ]]L [ p  , SD, x ] ≤R [[gen ]]L x .
Proofs (outline). The proof of Thm. 3 follows the one of Thm. 1 except that it
makes use of the trivial degeneration of gen in (9). The proof of Thm. 4 utilizes
the fact that every translator is a generating extension (Trans N→L = Gen int
L
where int ∈ Int N /L ) and then follows the argument for Thm. 2.

Example. Obtaining a linear string matcher out of a quadratic string matcher is
a classic example in program specialization ([6]; see also [2]). This is a challenging
problem because it is known that dedicated program generators exist that can
produce eﬃcient, specialized string matchers. For example, the Knuth-MorrisPratt algorithm yields string matchers whose time complexity is linear in the
length of the text and whose size is linear in the length of the pattern.
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Let us look at the generation of specialized string matchers in an abstract
way. A generator of specialized string matchers, such as the Knuth-MorrisPratt algorithm, can be viewed as a generating extension matchgen of a general string matcher match. Let pat be a pattern and txt be a text, then match
checks whether pat occurs in txt. The generator matchgen, and the specialized
string matchers it produces, perform the same computation as the general string
matcher, but in two stages. This is described by
[[match ]]L [ pat, txt ] = [[[[matchgen ]]L pat ]]L txt .
As we recall from Sect. 4, specializers with static expression reduction exist that
satisfy Jopt=Text (where equivalence relation =Text relates programs that are
textually identical up to variable renaming). Clearly, p =Text q ⇒ (p =Time
q ∧ p =Size q). Let spec be such a specializer. This guarantees that for each
generator matchgen a program match exists such that spec produces specialized
string matchers that have the same time and size complexity as those produced
by the generator matchgen. More precisely, given a specializer spec with static
expression reduction and Jopt=Text (spec, sint), we have ∀matchgen, ∃match, ∀pat:
[[spec ]]L [ match, SD, pat ] =Time [[matchgen ]]L pat ,
[[spec ]]L [ match, SD, pat ] =Size [[matchgen ]]L pat .
This guarantees that for every specializer that satisﬁes the stated conditions, a
string matcher exists such that the specialization of that matcher with respect
to a pattern yields specialized string matchers of the desired time and size complexity. It does not tell us how ‘naive’ the string matcher match can be for a
particular specialization method (e.g., oﬄine partial evaluation, supercompilation, partial deduction, generalized partial computation) or which binding-time
improvements need to be applied to trigger the desired optimization. The degeneration construction used in the proof of Thm. 3 guarantees that for every
spec a program match can be constructed that satisﬁes the stated conditions.
Also, the theorem does not tell us whether Jones optimality is needed for
a particular specialization problem (cf. the discussion about simulating trivial
translators at the end of Sect. 6). However, if a specializer is not Jones-optimal,
then we know that the specializer is not generation universal and we cannot be
sure to ﬁnd the desired source program p  for every generating extension gen.
The practical challenge in making program specialization useful is to design specialization algorithms that are strong enough such that, e.g., the string
matcher match can be as simple as possible. This is the familiar tradeoﬀ between
improving the overall transformation by modifying the specializer, inserting an
instrumented interpreter [7], or binding-time improving the source programs.

8

Related Work

The ﬁrst version of optimality appeared in [12, Problem 3.8] where a specializer
was called “strong enough” if program p and program [[spec ]] [ sint, SD, p ] are
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“essentially the same”. The deﬁnition of optimality used in Def. 10 appeared ﬁrst
in [13, p.650]; see also [14, Sect. 6.4]. These ﬁrst studies were motivated by the
problem of self-application. We applied the idea of self-interpreter specialization
and obtained general statements about translation universality and generation
universality of certain classes of specializers. In related work, the role of Jones
optimality for universal binding-time improvements was investigated [8] and the
idea of controlling the properties of residual programs by specializing suitable
interpreters was studied [7, 9, 15, 22].
It was also found [20] that a specializer is ‘weak’ in a more general sense
if it cannot overcome inherited limits and that these limits are best observed
by specializing a self-interpreter. Since the power of a specializer can be judged
in diﬀerent ways, it was suggested [17] to use the term “Jones optimality”.
Recent studies [3, 24] focused on the problem of tag-elimination to achieve Jones
optimality when specializing self-interpreters for strongly-typed languages.

9

Conclusion

We found that Jones optimality plays an important role in simulating translators and generating extensions by program specialization. We introduced a
parameterized notion of Jones optimality and showed that, in principle, a Jonesoptimal specializer with static expression reduction can always produce residual
programs that match the size and time complexity of programs produced by
an arbitrary generating extension. We say that such a specializer is generation
universal. It is also reassuring to know that, in general, the method of translating programs by specializing interpreters is as powerful as translating programs
by ordinary translators. In short, there is no theoretical limit that would make
Futamura’s method strictly weaker than ordinary translation.
We should reemphasize that our results imply neither that a specializer that
is not Jones-optimal is useless nor that program generation by specialization
is always a good idea. They show that there exists a theoretical limit to what
can be achieved when a specializer is not generation universal. One of the main
motivations for studying automatic program specialization is that a specializer
has pragmatic success in producing eﬃcient residual programs for a large class
of source programs and, thus, a compromise between theory and practice needs
to be found when designing a specializer.
We focused on the role of Jones optimality in specialization. We believe that
the power to perform universal computations is another property necessary for
generation universality. Thus, a total specializer can be said to be limited in
its theoretical capability to simulate arbitrary translators and generating extensions. Whether the results in this paper can be adapted to other cases of
non-standard interpreter hierarchies [1] is a topic for future work. We also did
not explore the conditions for generating translators and generating extensions
by specializing specializers (2nd Futamura projection). It is quite possible that
the results in this paper can be carried to the next metasystem level.
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